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Welcome to the 2012 Digital Customer Experience Report. When we started creating these
annual industry reports in 2006, our focus was on customer engagement alone - that is, how
businesses are using digital means to build closer relationships with their consumers and the
audiences they serve. Since then, both the economic climate, and the way businesses interact
with their customers, have changed dramatically.

PART 1

Executive summary &
highlights
By Dom Graveson - Director, Spark Interactive
(ClerksWell’s strategy & engagement partner)

The big takeaway from this year’s
report is the variation to which
companies are actually delivering on
the digital promise. From effective
use of analytics and measurement
to define strategy and experiences
for customers, through to integration,
training and evolution - organisations
still have some way to go to reach a
reasonable level of digital maturity.

Over the past few years, marketers have made the move from isolated siloed innovations and
use of digital as merely a marketing channel, to now creating a world where we can consume
services and products across a host of platforms and devices based on location, context, and
previous browsing history... and that’s just for starters! Therefore, this year, we felt it was
appropriate to reflect this profound industry change in both the format and title - hence
the focus now on the overall customer experience, rather than simply on one aspect of it engagement.
Despite ‘digital’ being in the title, this term is in many ways becoming
increasingly irrelevant. Back in 2008 we talked about the ‘death of
digital’ (meaning the end of digital as a discrete function within
the enterprise). We feel this transition has embedded itself in
common business over the last year. With the maturation of social
media outside the organisation and digital within, people within
businesses are becoming increasingly comfortable and ambitious
in their plans for integrating digital deeply and throughout their
organisations. It can no longer be a vertical or siloed function solely
controlled by a single department - protected and specialised. It is
now a horizontal which pervades all aspects of almost every
organisation, and to do it effectively, everyone needs to
participate and take ownership. Organisations who have
provided their people with the tools, governance and
support to approach markets and engage in conversations
with confidence are generally reaping the rewards. If you
are selling online, smart organisations now see their
customers as their colleague - as a reviewer, co creator,
commentator, and advocate - and are equipping their
workforce to take advantage of this.
Many of the questions we asked the respondents of this
year’s survey are based on the principle of a Digital
Maturity Model. Working with ClerksWell, we use
a benchmarking framework adapted in parts from
Sitecore’s own model, combining criteria from across
high level business areas to measure an organisation’s
ability to meet customer demand; collaborate and
innovate; and deliver their online messages Ranging
across 5 stages, it covers levels of maturity of both:
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• Digital marketing and communications (including email, web, social, CRM, marketing
automation and customer service)
• Intranet and digital workplace (collaboration, document management, remote working,
line of business integration)
The Maturity Model gives organisations a great starting diagnostic from which they can plan
and build their digital strategy roadmaps across a range of categories business can integrate
into their operations.
In the introduction to our 2011 Online Customer Engagement Report*, I highlighted three main
trends: the maturation of mobile as a platform, the end of the corporate website as the single
destination for digital marketing activities, and the emergence of social in the organisation.
In the last year or so we have seen these trends embed themselves deep within large and
small rganisations alike, so this year, rather than looking at what has emerged - as you can
read our commentaries for views on that - I wanted instead to look at three imperatives for
organisations starting on, or continuing their journey. Here are three things every organisation
should be looking at in 2012-2013:

1 Develop a single view of your customer and build multichannel experiences that reflect this view
The importance of a single view of your prospects and customers across all channels has, of
course, been a hot topic for some time. But with integrated multi-channel marketing CMS,
email and social platforms, and in-cloud CRM from the likes of Dynamics and Salesforce
now available, this is a reality all businesses can achieve - given a modest budget, a good
agency partner and commitment from internal marketing teams.
The single view is incredibly powerful when combined with effective digital marketing
techniques such as personalisation - (that is providing content experiences across web,
social, mobile and email which reflect users’ preferences and context), and lead nurturing
marketing automation. It provides customers with content experiences which they feel
understand their context and need, and allow marketers and front line staff a strategic
overview of progress as well as freeing up time to work on higher value tasks.
Typical measures of your customer behaviour start with the transactional activities that
can be traditionally gathered by CRM software. Usually these are quantitative measures customer journeys, marketing effectiveness, goal value and cover the source of the enquiry
(to inform most effective spend on traffic). However, it is important not to forget to combine
this with the qualitative data - indications of what your customers think of you, such as
satisfaction scores, customer reviews, social reputation and sentiment measures.

Finally, with front line staff being increasingly pivotal in defining how your market sees
you (particularly in retail and service industries), the smartest organisations are seeing
employee and workforce engagement as a crucial element and measure of service delivery
performance. In a world where front line staff are increasingly thinking for themselves,
these attitudes are manifesting in powerful ways.
Customers who are unhappy with their face to face experience are very likely to share
their horror story - however customers who you delight and surprise may well do too...
remember the Sainsbury’s Tiger/Giraffe Bread letter which went viral? A perfect example
of where someone thought on their feet, resulting in one happy customer, a thousand
advocates and literally millions of pounds worth of great PR for the brand.

2 Value based analytics, get a measure across the
experience
I was not alone in being surprised by how little value based reporting takes place across
our survey respondents. This may partly be due to the perceived difficulty of being able
to measure across all the offline, social, email and web platforms across which marketing
takes place today. Another issue seems to be a reluctance for businesses to see their
internal line of business functions as their customers see them - as one company, and
one experience. This siloed view leads to no one taking final responsibility for the quality
of the customers’ experience overall - with each function seemingly only concerned with
satisfaction ratings for their individual piece of the service offering.
If you understand the different stages of your customer’s journey, you have a big advantage
of being able to measure the transactional effectiveness of each stage and see where you
are losing people. As with any chain, it’s only as good as its weakest link. Knowing where
you might be losing leads means you can target groups at each stage to persuade them
on to the next.
Another advantage is that you can then begin to assign value to each stage. Knowing the
value of each interaction allows you to group users by their value to you as prospects and
target specific conversion points - making for highly effective automated lead nurturing.
A new emerging measurement to rival the traditional Net Promoter and cSat scores is
that of Customer Effort which looks at the work a prospect has to put into completing a
transaction. It’s worth looking at your process from this perspective.
We have published a white paper on the subject of personalisation, engagement lead
value and automation you can find at http://www.clerkswell.com/personalise
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3 Build a flexible working environment which gets the
most from your workforce, partners and customers
The opening up of channels for customers to engage with brands has a fairly profound
effect on the organisations behind those brands, and this includes the technology they
use internally. As customers are becoming more social, so organisations are reflecting
this new unstructured collaboration internally too. Microsoft’s recent purchase of social
enterprise giant Yammer, shows the way this is going. Organisations are recognising there
is real potential value in empowering staff through technology which allows them to work
more flexibly, freely and on their terms. Having an integrated comms and collaboration
platform which allows this is crucial for companies wishing to take advantage of the cost
and performance benefits this offers.
The report shows how companies are controlling cost and scope by moving away from fully
bespoke solutions built to order, and instead favouring a more module based approach
of combinations of common elements and integrating with third party platforms. The
intranet of the next few years will extend outside the organisation as far as it does inside,
enabling collaboration, co-creation and remote working for staff, partners and customers a more open combination of private and project extranets and wider customer consultation
platforms. New digital workplaces are emerging which include a combination of: integrated
CRM, social enterprise, collaboration, ECM, customer service, analytics/BI and project based
platforms - all overwhelmingly cloud based, always on and available anywhere.
The current intense pressure to cut costs combined with the trends towards a free
thinking empowered staff at all levels of the organisation is creating a focus on the value
of connecting customer facing teams, integrating ‘available everywhere’ systems and
creating a more flexible workforce. All this means it is inevitable that the workplace will
undergo profound transformation over the coming years.
This is being written and compiled in London, home to a dynamic digital and customer
experience design industry but this report features an ever increasing set of responses
from across the world. 60% from Europe and Americas but an increased contribution from
Africa, India and strengthening in China on previous years. As I write, the Olympics are
going on in venues across the capital - and perhaps serve as a barometer for how some
of the emerging themes in this report reflect the wider world - increasingly connected,
with digital embedded in everything, and in some ways still struggling to balance a
commercially viable competitive heart with a human face.
I think that, more than anything, this report is about how organisations are tackling
delivery of the digital promise. We designed the questions to look at the challenges
companies were having understanding their markets and customers, and making their

digital investment pay. If the big questions are how you understand where to focus
efforts, ensure well informed decision making, motivate your employees and inspire your
customers - we hope, in reading this report, you find some useful insights that can inform
your next steps.

So, what next?
1. We would love to hear what you think of the results and commentary
we have brought together here. You can comment and respond to
the content you read in this report by visiting http://www.clerkswell.
com/2012report where you can download a pdf version, contact us
with your feedback, or register to take part in next year’s survey.
2. Learn more about customer journey personalisation at
http://www.clerkswell.com/personalise
3. or, if you fancy a chat about anything you have read here, please feel
free to contact me using the details below or call 0207 689 8800
As with previous reports, I am thrilled to welcome back some of our regular
commentators from previous reports as well as some exciting new insights from
representatives of some of the world’s leading players in the customer experience
market - across analytics, content creation, CRM, content management, online
marketing and digital workplace transformation.
Thank you to all of you who took part in the survey, offered your insight and helped
make this possible.
So it’s just left for me to hand over to my colleagues who have so kindly offered their
thoughts, insight and analysis on the results in this report. We all hope you find the
2012 Digital Customer Experience Report useful, and perhaps a little provocative
and inspiring. Enjoy!

Dom Graveson
Director, Spark Interactive, ClerksWell’s Strategy & Engagement partners
www.sparkinteractive.co.uk | domgraveson@gmail.com
Twitter: @dombles | Blog: www.dombles.wordpress.com
* you can download a copy of our previous report here
http://www.bit.ly/cereport2011
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Respondent location
PART 2

High level findings

Respondent organisation breakdown:
50% 25 people or less
23% bigger than 500

The largest single industry groups of respondents were digital agency and financial services
both at 14%, followed by professional services, energy (utility), retail and healthcare.

This survey ran from March-May 2012 promoted through Twitter,
ClerksWell website and promotion partners.

Questions were written to be indirectly comparable with previous
ClerksWell Customer Engagement Reports (2010 and 2011) while
allowing for a widening of scope into multi-channel experience,
CRM, and social media customer service and marketing. General
conclusions from these previous surveys have been referred to
where appropriate. Previous Customer Engagement Report 2011
(created with econsultancy) is available here:
www.bit.ly/cereport2011
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Top ten most likely investment areas to drive
engagement in 2012
Email and digital channel campaign management

72%

Social media strategy and management to support marketing activities

71%

Personalised WCMS experiences

69%

Multichannel campaign management and CRM automation

62%

Improved cross channel metrics and reporting

55%

Social media monitoring and sentiment analysis

51%

Extending customer service beyond traditional contact and call centres

47%

Social media platforms within the enterprise

38%

Extended home-working and/or ‘digital workplace’ platforms

33%

Improved bandwidth and hardware infrastructure

30%
75

50

25

0
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Summary of high level findings
What have been the key noticeable changes in customer behaviour?
•
•
•
•

Customers want more for less
They respond more than ever what their friends say about you - and the conversation is on their
terms, not yours
Be prepared to engage customers in their communities rather than relying on them coming to you
They are regularly searching for a good supplier, but when they find you, they tend to stick

The survey found that, perhaps unsurprisingly price, service and quality remain an important focus for consumers – people seek
better, for less. This is a similar story as 2011, but they tend to take more time over deciding on major purchases (up over 20% on
2011). They are also tending to make more comparative choices (through looking at competition and visiting provider more times
before purchasing) - this means communicating benefits of your products is more important than ever.

Which of the following attributes or behaviours of an 'engaged customer' have
you seen in the past 12 months?
114.1%

100

75

69.2%

50
32.1%

37.2%

37.2%
25.6%
20.5%

25

17.9%

0
Recommending
product, service
or brand

Registrations to
news services or
subscriptions

Provided
feedback
regularly

Greater
awareness of
product family

Has purchased
more regularly

Participated in online
communities or
support groups

Converted more
readily

All others
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Customers are listening to one another more through social channels, 25% respondents
showed an inclination of their customers to listen to social recommendations of their friends,
with a doubling of the percentage of companies saying their customers were influenced by
their social network when buying (compared to 13% in 2011).
46% respondents noticed a reduction in customer loyalty, with greater churn (particularly
within the utility and media sectors). However, 16%, most from smaller companies, are noticing
that customers do seem to be showing indications that they are willing to pay more for the
service; so they might swap suppliers, but when they find one they are happy with, they stick
with them and tend to spend more with one they feel they can trust.
Customers are speaking up too, nearly 70% find customer recommending products across
social media, but over half respondents have also found their customers talking about their
products online negatively and want to do something about it. 70% respondents are using
social media actively in customer service and marketing products (but only 19% are ‘confident’
in using it). 37% of companies who responded have tried to engage customers by setting up
their own communities - but few are reporting this is a great success (citing retention and
promotion of their community spaces being the biggest challenge - ‘build it and they don’t
come’ might be an appropriate adage here). Results suggest that reaching out to customers
across the major social media channels where they naturally congregate seems to be the
better approach. An indication of discerning attitudes to email is that numbers of customers
subscribing to product news services is down on 2010 and 2011 from average of 40% to 32%.
How do you make yours stand out?

How are businesses adapting?
• Business is becoming more agile - through increasing measurement,
partnerships and a focus on cost reduction
• A strong collaborative culture, employee empowerment and suite of
supporting technologies pays dividends
Of our respondents, the larger businesses are showing signs of responding to this behavioural
change in customers and the market more widely, with 10% reporting improvements in ability
to respond to market changes, reflecting most of these through adjustments to their website
and buying path, advertising messages, and customer service channel improvement. From
boardroom to grassroots, businesses seem to be streamlining the process of publishing and
campaigning online - indicating lower levels of frustration in managers waiting for this to
happen than in 2011 (5/10 down from 7/10).
Larger organisations cite increased use of social business applications (Yammer, Newsgator,
etc), as well as better collaboration and sharing as being key to success in driving innovation

and better service. It appears that away from the traditional long term project initiatives, the
best work is being done by fast growing and shrinking spontaneous multidisciplinary teams
working across department, business and borders on specific campaigns with little central
intervention. But responses show it is clear that these activities need effective governance to
ensure retention of best practice.
What tools are you using to measure touchpoints and engagement in your business, and are
you combining and comparing these with others within your organisation?
Doing now

Most
successful

Planning
in next 12
months

Segmented email newsletters

66.7%

21.7%

25.0%

Twitter updates aimed at customers

57.8%

10.9%

39.1%

Integration with other social networks

66.7%

16.7%

30.3%

Encouraging user feedback on products

67.7%

16.1%

24.2%

Online customer service tools

52.2%

19.6%

39.1%

Specialist blogs

45.3%

15.1%

43.4%

Product and review videos

50.0%

15.2%

41.3%

Focussed product or service microsites

56.5%

13.0%

37.0%

On site branded communities and forum features

44.7%

15.8%

47.4%

Developing mobile apps

27.7%

12.8%

66.0%

Personalised messaging and experiences

38.5%

23.1%

48.7%

Specialised podcasts

25.0%

18.8%

59.4%

Location based services

33.3%

22.2%

47.2%

Branded augmented reality experiences (Blippar/
Layar, etc)

20.8%

16.7%

70.8%
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Businesses are also:
• Increasing the use of analytics across all channels but uptake and results are patchy and
there is strong evidence that for digital it is unclear whether they are measuring the right
things or sharing this information with the right people internally
• Exploring an increasing number of strategic partnerships and ‘risk sharing’ to provide
vertical whole customer experiences by working with supply partners which is leading to
a 18% increase in use of partner extranets on 2011
• Increasing focus on managing stock and inventories to lower costs of holding stock. This is
most effective if combined with a faster, accurate view of what customers are talking about
buying and what they don’t want - so managers can adjust stock liquidity accordingly

Channel use and customer experiences:
• Email is still the daddy of digital customer comms - but Facebook,
Twitter and LinkedIn are where your audiences are having conversations
• Audience targeting and personalisation is more important than ever
• New behaviours mean new skills and support for staff (training, intranets,
communities of practice)
• Mobile continues to grow, but people are wising up and are less ‘appy
Of direct digital channels used, email still remains king, but less so than 2011 (77% use email
as a key channel to customers) but Twitter and other social networks see a significant increase
and are up from 35% in 2011 to 57% this year.

Does your organisation conduct any of the following?
100

75

60.3%

50

42.5%
30.1%
26%
20.5%

25

21.9%

21.9%
1.4%

0
Maintaining multiple Using automation to
email lists for
respond to visitor
different audience
behaviour across
segments
your digital channels

Adjust automated Automated responses
actions according based on channel the
to the visitor's point
customer first
in the sales process contacted you through

Automated
marketing
workflows

Regular reviews with
customers to review
their experiences

CRM integration with
web based enquiries
direct from contact
forms, for example.

Other - please
state
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47% of respondents used Facebook or Twitter as customer service tool in 2011, 61% expect to
next year.
Customer service delivered through digital channels sees a major increase too. 50% report
using this last year, and over 20% say this is the most successful method of dealing with
customers. In 2011 around 30% used these methods.
A key area of digital customer service is delivery of personalised experiences which are also
seen as a crucial pillar of marketing online - 40% report personalisation is a key ambition or
part of their current activity, up from , 25% in 2011. 23% see it as very effective, and over 50% are
planning on investing significantly in it next year. Companies can see a typical 20% increase in
desired behaviours as a result of personalisation.
Mobile still growing, but mobile web seems to be re-balancing the initial enthusiasm for
Apps. As CMS systems get better at delivering mobile content, companies are starting think
this is a better way of delivering experiences than the ‘lets build an app’ approach. 18% of
respondents say they used company owned apps less this year than last, citing there are too
many companies crowding the market.
Mobile location based messaging and marketing use is up significantly on 2011 with 33%
reporting a serious interest or current activity, and 50% planning next year. This is up from
18% in 2011.
Customer experience is right at the centre of the push to build revenues and increase loyalty.
Over 80% have improved contact centre staff training this year, 40% see this as a critical priority
area for increasing investment. Areas of particular focus include, better measurement and
CRM - Single view of customer is an ambition for over 75% with ensuring staff have flexibility
in taking initiative, and increased social media use coming in as second and third priorities.
In terms of delivering change within the organisation, 66% see the intranet as a key delivery
mechanism for improving these customer facing skills across the company. Also, 50% of
respondents will be investing more in these systems in the coming year. Again, a big focus is
on on CRM integration, with 60% looking to integrate and spend more on a enterprise wide
single view of customer social activity and previous transaction history.

Social media in the enterprise continues to grow with a doubling of companies using or
considering using up 50% on 2010 numbers. Smaller companies are starting to use what
were previously considered large scale corporate tools. Microsoft are making their intentions
clear with their acquisition of Yammer in June 2012 - we should expect the next version of
SharePoint to be more about social with a more flexible approach to access - through mobile
and cloud, supporting an increasingly dynamic and decentralised workforce.
The emergence of companies reaching higher levels of digital maturity continues. The move
towards the fully fledged ‘Digital Workplace’ is supported by 55% of companies increasing
home and remote working capabilities, and nearly 60% expect that to increase significantly
in the next year. With the staff efficiencies, employee engagement and cost saving benefits it
brings, is the Digital Workplace set to become the big story in organisational change of the
next 5-10 years?

Analytics: understanding the customer conversation
The number of respondents who feel customers are solely setting the agenda is down
from 30% to 20%. - suggesting a getting to grips with engagement and an increase in
taking initiative. 30% see it as an equal conversation, with 40% saying they are driving the
conversation topics.
However, a third suggest success has been patchy, and are getting little in way of response
back. This may be due to difficulty in measuring benefits of their activities. Many say they have
anecdotal evidence it works but little in way of empirical evidence. Cross channel analytics are
appearings (over 60% say they have the capabilities) but only 30% really feel they understand
them and how to get the most from this data.
Overall 70% measure customer journeys through their website, up by a half on 2011 suggesting
an increased awareness of the importance of a view of the customer journey, but less than 30%
measure beyond this (across social platforms or cross reference with their contact centres).
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Single view of the customer:

What behavioural change do you expect to see in the future and which are you trying to drive?
Expect to see
more
of in 2012

Holds potential
for our
business

Attempting to
drive through
digital
engagement

Customers recommending product, service or
brand

73.1%

32.8%

46.3%

Registrations to news services or
subscriptions

56.4%

41.8%

32.7%

Requesting regular feedback

63.3%

35.0%

38.3%

Greater customer awareness of product family

50.9%

39.6%

52.8%

Customer purchased more regularly (even if lower
values)

47.6%

45.2%

33.3%

Customer participated in online
communities or support groups

66.0%

42.6%

36.2%

Customer converted more readily

48.9%

46.8%

38.3%

Customer less likely to change supplier

45.2%

59.5%

26.2%

Customer participated in innovation or design

55.3%

47.4%

34.2%

Customer more focussed on price

63.6%

34.1%

15.9%

Customers more engaged with customer
services

58.7%

41.3%

43.5%

Business showing increased participation in
social media

70.2%

40.4%

42.1%

• A single view of the customer, there is obviously still a long
way to go, but many have started their journey
• Social is becoming more important for reputation,
conversation and service.
With regards to achieving a satisfactory single view of the customer behaviour and
transactional history, only 22% of respondents say they have a good enough view
of the customer across their business. 54% say they have to some extent begun
the process of developing a single view of the customer, but it needs improvement
with 24% say no, not at all. These figures show a small improvement on 2011.
45% have started storing some customer behaviour data within their CRM, 60%
plan to increase investment in this next year which is significantly up on 2011
indications.
70 of respondents of companies with over 25 people are using some form of social
media monitoring, 42% using or seriously considering using a paid enterprise
option. 90% of respondents said they saw social as increasingly important for
all aspects of customer communications, particularly marketing, reputation and
buzz monitoring.

Views on reporting and analytics:
• It’s not that it’s not being measured, the challenge is what
does it mean for us?
• Continued challenges in making sense of, and drawing insight
from, cross channel metrics
Reporting is widespread yet remains a challenge. Only 25% of respondents are
creating value based reports based on goals customers have been set to achieve,
or measuring engagement from the perspective of business value. Only 43% of
respondents create reports based on digital metrics for their director’s critical
decision making.
Decisions still appear to being made on the basis of hunch and experience for many.
This might be due to lack of use or understanding of analytics, or perhaps a lack of
transparency within the organisation coupled with poor internal communications.
- so people aren’t aware why their company is making key decisions. Automation
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of metrics and reporting through dashboards is used by only 25% of companies for managerial
and director decision making.
30% say that analytics of digital channels is insufficiently used to drive investment and decision
making with regard to these channels - it appears these are still made on hunch. However, only
15% of companies have a head of digital (or similar function) sitting on the board (up from
2010 where less than 5% indicated this).

The biggest perceived blockers to effective measurement and
improvement of customer behaviour seem to be:
• accuracy - we don’t know if the indicators we are gathering are ones which are
particularly relevant to our business
• linking business KPIs with digital analytics - for example, how does an increase in
Twitter followers result in actual sales?
• lack of faith and understanding in the tools we have at senior level - we don’t know
how to use or interpret the results
• difficulty in expressing the benefits of digital to the directors and getting them to
invest suitably in new analytics platforms (there is a general feeling that in time of
crisis we should refer to the old ways of responding)
• never enough time allocated to measuring, more focus on doing tactical activity rather
than developing strategic direction informed by measurement
• Innovation and best practice sits in silos - we aren’t effectively sharing success and
failure lessons across the organisation

Marketing automation: how are we using analytics to drive
customer experiences?
Marketing automation’s potential is recognised but there is little
best practice experience, and with systems still suffering from non
integration, the realisation is some way away.

Usage of channels:
• email comes out top - segmented email lists and measuring response is still the most
popular method used
• asking for qualitative customer feedback is becoming important (up 10% on 2011 to
over 40%)
• 26% using automation to respond to visitor behaviour and nurture leads (up from 7%

previously)
• 20% using personalisation to both adjust experience according to how far down
sales funnel they are, and also based on channel the customer first contacted them
through
• 30% feeding all this into the CRM to influence next interaction with customer (most
activity is automated by separate unrelated systems)

Biggest challenges to effective channel use:
• new to automation process (many been doing it for less than 6 months)
• no budget for new channels or channel automoationt (or board don’t see the value in
it yet)
• lack of expertise to deliver this within our organisation - is this an IT or marketing
issue?
• difficulty in interpreting resulting data into clear follow up activities

What are the expected changes in customer behaviour and
how are businesses preparing themselves for this?
• increased influence of social recommendations in buying process
• customer participating in communities where they discuss our product more than
before
• customer expecting us to engage with them across social channels - totally in some
cases
• involvement from customers in developing, design and testing of products
• greater focus on price and value (including ethics of organisations providing products
or services) - general results of recession
• customers being more easily converted to buy if we talk their language in their social
places

Top 5 biggest blockers to digital progress generally in our
organisation:
1. Resources/understanding/time to make this happen
2. Understanding of benefits or translation and interpretation of data/analytics (which is
probably why time and resources aren’t being allocated)
3. General tendency to ‘do what we know’ in risky times rather than try new things
4. IT integration (and willingness of IT and marketing to work together)
5. It stays with individuals - no effective sharing of digital marketing best practice - we
don’t know why we fail, and don’t share effectively when we succeed
13

PART 3

Commentaries on the
results
Digital Customer Experience Survey
2012 - commentaries

As with our previous reports, we are very fortunate to have the
cooperation and contribution from some of the leading figures
from across a wide range of industry sectors. The commentaries
include perspectives from the world of user experience design (UX),
customer relationship management (CRM), content management
and digital marketing, social media, analytics and ‘big data’, public
sector, finance, business change, and retail consultancy.
Each contributor has been asked to give their own perspective on
the results in the previous section from their industry point of view,
including advice and experience they might have encountered
when tackling the issues and challenges of building coherent digital
customer experiences which deliver value for their business.
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Laust Sondergaard
Chairman, Sitecore UK

T

his year has seen a step change
from companies in terms of their
understanding and usage of digital
to build customer experience. There is
also recognition that it has been tough for
companies to assess the digital landscape,
prioritise what is necessary and useful for
their business and get an action plan which
results in bottom line business benefits.
But now companies are starting to turn
the corner and take control in many areas
of digital. This report shows that channels
such as social media which were only used
by just over a third of businesses last year
are now firmly in the mainstream and
rather than just having a presence, now the
majority of businesses are actively engaged
in social and even using it in areas such as
customer service.
Though, just as you think you’ve got a
hold on digital, the game shifts into new
directions. How do brands fully engage in
these new channels - the report shows that

70% of brands use social media for customer
service, but only 19% feel confident doing so.
The report also highlights the importance of
social dialogue for brands with one in four
companies stating that their customers
actively look for social recommendation
from friends and peers before buying.
At Sitecore, we see the challenge for
businesses as delivering this ‘joined up’
digital experience for customers, how to
recognise customers regardless of the
communication method used, translate
analytics data into meaningful insight for
marketers and then being able to respond
appropriately.
All this communication is great, but marketers want to be able to influence outcomes and move visitors towards becoming customers, and customers to become
brand advocates. So it is no surprise to see
personalisation as a big trend – offering a
one-to-one customer engagement online

– with 40% of businesses already personalising digital journeys and 50% planning to
do so. Through personalisation you create
on-going dialogue which gives brands the
opportunity to move a conversation into a
deeper relationship, building understanding
and trust, which leads to a higher chance of
sales conversion.
Laust’s extensive experience derives from his
founding and growing of Mondo A/S, one
of Europe’s most successful interactive web
development agencies in the early days. He is
also the co-founder of Mondosoft, a global leader
in site search and reporting solutions, serving
over 2,200 customers worldwide and previously
held senior management positions with leading
European marketing and advertising agencies,
and was a strategic planner with Shell Oil.
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Simon Karn
Manager, Microsoft Azure Platform

T

he report highlights the importance of
a coherent multichannel strategy that
embraces new styles for engagement
whilst extending and complementing
existing contact and service models. This is
not just a technology issue addressable by
IT alone. Many organisations have made
extensive investments in CRM technologies
often in support of contact centre and sales
processes. At the same time marketing
teams have embraced Web, social media
and mobile channels.
These investment decisions made in isolation
increase the risk of delivering disconnected
customer experiences. Reputations for
excellent service will be made by those
organisations who are most agile and able
to engage on the customer’s terms. Market
incumbents need to consider that failure
to provide service though the customers
chosen channel opens opportunity to
competitors and new entrants.

The recent rise in internet scale consumer
services such as search, social media and
online gaming has brought unprecedented
availability of affordable cloud based
software services accessible to all. This
effective democratisation of IT services, until
recently the preserve of large corporates,
means that previous entry barriers to
markets are being eroded and differentiation
in customer experience is becoming critical
to sustaining business success.
The current excitement around social
enterprise coupled with increased home
working and pervasive access to bandwidth
continues to blur the line between our work
and private lives. More over our experiences
as consumers are setting our expectations
for the services we expect in the workplace.
How employees, agents and channel
partners interact and collaborate needs to
be considered as an opportunity enhance
customer experience and responsiveness to
clients requests.

Defining and maintaining a strategy for
customer engagement is not a simple
task in such a rapidly changing business
environment. It also highlights the value of
working with specialists in this field such as
ClerksWell.
Simon Karn is responsible for channel
development with strategic agency partners at
Microsoft UK. With over 25 years of sales and
marketing experience Simon is a regular speaker
on the evolution of consumer and public cloud
services and the business opportunities these
present.
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Paul Miller
CEO & Founder Digital Workplace Group & Intranet
Benchmarking Forum

P

rofound changes in how customers
and markets engage (or dis-engage)
with products and services are
front and centre in the Digital Customer
Experience Survey 2012 but so thankfully are
the essential internal foundational shifts
required to support this transformation.
German companies (according to IBM) are
re-calibrating how they collaborate, engage
and adapt internally ahead of enacting such
changes with their marketplace – very smart.
There is a blending between the inside and
outside through technology, social business,
mobile and collaboration – and we are only
on early steps of this extensive journey.
The digital world work expressed through
the Digital Workplace, shifts how work
happens and where, bringing agility to
companies that seize the opportunity, from
South West Airlines to Jimmy Choo (shoes)
and no company or sector is immune: retail,
manufacturing, services are all subject to the
intense heat of digital change. Even in 2012

intranets and wider digital worlds are front
and centre for most organisations. Work will
require less people, better processes and
smarter technology but the survey shows
the core connections with customers start
inside your company walls (both digital and
physical).
Paul Miller is CEO and Founder of the Digital
Workplace Group, which includes the Intranet
Benchmarking Forum (which this year celebrated
its 10th anniversary and was described by
Oracle as a “phenomenon in its industry”) and
also CEO and Founder of the Digital Workplace
Forum. He has been at the heart of the work
and technology revolution for the last 20 years.
He is author of “The Digital Workplace – How
Technology is Liberating Work” . He is the host
of IBF Live, a monthly media show and Executive
Producer and host of IBF 24, 24 hours of the
world’s best digital workplaces. He has talked
and written extensively on how work is being
re-shaped and re-designed through technology
and has been featured in the Wall Street Journal
and Forbes.
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Karine del Moro
Senior Director, Confirmit

T

his report highlights many of the
trends we’re currently seeing in the
marketplace. First and foremost, the
impact of word of mouth has become a
powerful force for brands in their quest
for customer retention and acquisition.
Over the past decade it has gained further
credibility as clear links between loyalty and
financial metrics have been established.
No one however predicted 10 years ago
how social media was going to change the
game, particularly in terms of the sheer
amplification of the impact that positive
recommendations - and negative reactions
and comments - can have on your business.
The ease with which consumers switch
brands, combined with the ever deeper pool
of online brand and product reviews, has
naturally led to the widespread adoption
of structured and comprehensive customer
management solutions, by brands in all
industries and virtually all regions of the
world. The ability to capture, analyse and
measure customer loyalty has clearly
become a key differentiator.
Another trend discussed in this report
revolves around building great customer
experiences. Channel is of course key to

this: in building great experiences and in
developing customer feedback programmes.
Organisations need to be clever about multichannel in many ways:
• choosing the right channel to reach the
right customer at the right time
• ensuring a consistent and seamless
experience regardless of the channel
• keeping up with new technologies and
adapting their processes and behaviours
accordingly
• making sure the business is able to
deliver the holistic view of the customer
we all strive for.
Not easy in theory, and certainly not easy
in practice! The fact is that it is vital for
companies to stay agile in this evolving
landscape. Mobile, for example, offers
great possibilities above and beyond
more traditional channels: for example
geolocation, rich media content such as
photos and videos, and “in-the-moment”
experience feedback. The question of which
channel to use, when and how, is key to
creating engaging experiences, particularly
when it comes to voice of the customer
programmes.

It strikes me that one of the key themes of
this report is empowerment:
• of consumers: their voice can no longer
be ignored thanks to the choices they
have and the power of word of mouth
on the social media scene
• of employees at all levels: they have
better access to the information they
need to make a difference and to provide
exceptional customer experience
• of brands themselves: as the mix of
technologies is more powerful than
ever to communicate, collect data and
take action to drive both strategic and
tactical improvements.
Karine Del Moro has over 15 years’ experience
designing and managing strategic marketing
programmes. A Certified Net Promoter Associate,
Karine has considerable knowledge on best
practices in customer experience management.
In recent years she has been instrumental in
developing thought leadership around Voice of
the Customer, and in helping organisations from
different industries gain deeper insights about
how they can implement their own loyalty
programmes. http://www.confirmit.com
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Steve Hurst
Editorial Director, Customer Engagement Network

C

ustomer behaviour in the digital
world is changing and changing
fast. One of the key challenges for
organisations emerging from this survey is
to keep up with that pace of change, and
to engage with customers through the
channels of their choice and on their terms.
Customers have truly found their voice
through digital communication and those
organisations who embrace this fact and
work with it rather than try to deny it or to
keep control of customer conversations will
be the ones who emerge as winners.
The survey shows that we need to be where
our customers are and to understand what
they want and if we can do that then loyalty
will follow – and in times of double-dip
recession and the need to maintain and
grow wallet share customer loyalty is more
important than ever.
The exponential growth in the use of social
media and mobile as customer experience,
service and communication tools are key

findings of this survey and point to the
future. The increase from 30 per cent to
50 per cent of businesses using customer
service through digital in just one year is
a key finding and is the shape of things to
come.
Organisations are facing major challenges
in their understandings of rapidly changing
customer behaviour and the use of channels
that are often better understood by their
customers than themselves. Getting a single
view of the customer is rightly seen as the
Holy Grail – but the survey shows that this
is still unattainable for most organisations
and even those who think they have it really
don’t know what to do with it!
For organisations to truly understand their
customers and deliver an appropriate and
consistent customer experience across all
channels, digital and non digital, change
has to come from within. The survey shows
clearly that those organisations which cut
across their internal silos and adopt a more
collaborative approach are going in the right

direction. IT needs to be talking to marketing,
HR needs to be talking to customer service,
and everybody in the organisation needs to
understand that they have a part to play in
the customer experience. Technology is an
important enabler but people and culture
still power the delivery.
The survey shows customers want more
for less, have more power, trust each other
more than their service providers and
increasingly insist on using their channels of
choice. Organisations need to get with the
programme.
Steve Hurst is a career journalist and author and
has been working in the customer space for the
past 15 years following a successful spell in the
national press and the entertainment business.
He launched his own magazine, Coathanger,
aimed at sales and customer service people back
in 1997 and from 2000 has worked as editorial
director at Customer Strategy magazine
and since 2009 as editorial director of the
Customer Engagement Network and Customer
Engagement magazine.
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Amie Ibrahimi-Brown
Head of Supporter Growth, NGO ActionAid

M

any organisations have found
digital the hardest part of the
business to get a grip on thanks
to its constant evolution. However a key
message throughout this year’s survey is that
we now have a much better understanding
of its integral role in delivering business
objectives and are focussed on the most
efficient, effective ways to harness that
power.
One of the greatest challenges with digital
is the relentless need to keep up with
changing technology. Whilst the private
sector has invested in testing and learning
in the digital space, the charity sector has
often lagged behind. And for good reason
– technology can be expensive. However,
the report highlights the move away from
bespoke solutions to a more module-based
approach and this very much echoes our
thinking at ActionAid. Why build the whole
car when you can use a Mercedes engine and
Michelin tyres? It enables us to focus on the
heart of what we do; delivering innovative
and engaging marketing and digital content

about the work that we do in developing
countries. The key is to stay agile so that
we’re ready to update the engine when the
marketplace shifts.
After several years wondering what on
earth we do with Facebook, the role (and
importance) of social within the marketing
mix is becoming much clearer. This is an
area that provides real opportunities for the
charity sector. We enjoy a loyalty from our
supporters that many in the private sector
would pay a lot for and social media provides
a means of tapping into this to encourage
WOM. Yet it’s an area that many of us
neglect. There’s a tendency to rely on classic
DM channels as they’re proven but the
reality is that they’re getting more and more
expensive and with purchase consideration
time increasing, charities need to invest the
time and energy in really understanding how
to truly engage supporters in their research
phase via less traditional methods.

enables each customer to engage with
us in the way that’s right for them. It’s
the personalised experience that every
consumer has come to know and expect and
charities are no different. Not a small ask but
well worth it if we can pull it off!
Amie is Head of Supporter Growth at
development NGO ActionAid having recently
joined from Cancer Research UK where she held
several digital roles including Head of Retail
Marketing and eCommerce and Head of Online
Fundraising Products. Throughout Africa, Asia
and the Americas, ActionAid is helping poor
families provide food, education and a future
for themselves and their children. We also
campaign to change the unfair rules that keep
people trapped in poverty. Find out more at
www.actionaid.org.uk

At the heart of all this is the need to develop
a truly holistic, multi faceted journey that
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Richard Anson
Founder, Reevoo

T

he idea of taking customer feedback
and using it to improve a product or
service has been present since the
earliest marketplaces, when customers
discussed their purchases with fellow
shoppers and were no doubt forthright in
their opinions. However, with the rise of
social commerce in theory at least, it has
never been easier for brands to harness the
power of those social conversations, analyse
and draw positive conclusions from them,
ultimately allowing them to enhance the
customer experience and drive loyalty; the
very same loyalty that is reported to take a
46% dive since 2011.
Social media has given consumers a voice; it’s
a public platform from which to engage with
brands and up to 70% of consumers now use
it to recommend products or indeed vent
their dissatisfaction. These advocates and
detractors are leading a change in the way
consumers complete the buying process. It
is no surprise to see that we’re taking more
than 20% longer to make that decision, or
that in some cases we’re not basing that
decision on price alone, but rather learning

from others that the cheapest is not always
the best value.
Additionally, consumers have an array
of devices to use when researching
and purchasing, and we expect to
be able to provide our feedback and
reviews. Organisations that can provide
a seamless journey between platforms
place themselves at the best advantage,
by delivering the best user-experience.
The ability to collect social and behavioural
data from across these platforms and make
sense of it will be a critical success factor
for every business in the drive towards
personalisation. Without this overarching
view, it is hard to get a single view of the
customer and all but impossible to put it
into context within the wider conversation.
From an analytics perspective it is the very
nature of social conversations that presents
both the biggest opportunity and the biggest
challenge. Gigabytes of qualitative data is
a scary prospect if you don’t have effective
means of deciphering trends, interpreting
them, drawing conclusions and then

applying that knowledge. With around twothirds of businesses admitting that business
decisions with regard to digital channels
are still only based “on hunch”, it’s clear
that significant cultural and technological
change must take place.
So what difference is that making to how
businesses operate? Putting social commerce at the heart of an organisation is
breaking down the barriers between the
silos of Sales, Marketing, Customer Service
and Product Development, allowing them
to collaborate more easily, and seed new
cultures. It seems the more dynamic organisations are thriving in this change and the
monoliths have been left wondering how
they can keep up when the market isn’t just
about price.
Richard is passionate about the power of social
commerce and customer engagement in todays
connected world. Prior to founding Reevoo,
he was a senior strategy consultant at KPMG;
interim Head of Group Planning at Orange,
covering 22 countries; and part of the small
deals team at 3i. He has a PhD and MBA from
the Cranfield School of Management.
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Katie Truss
Head of the People, Management and Organisation
Group at Kent Business School, University of Kent, and
Director of Studies of the Postgraduate Certificate in
Employee Engagement.

A

s a professor of human resource
management, my eye was naturally
drawn to the people implications of
the 2012 Customer Engagement Survey.
It was fascinating to see that the biggest
block to digital progress was identified by
respondents as ‘resources, understanding,
and time’. Amongst the key facilitators of
adoption were having a strong, collaborative
culture, and fast-growing, spontaneous
multi-disciplinary teams.
The rapid growth in the use of digital
communication across multiple channels
demands agile, responsive and engaged staff.
Yet a recent survey by KPMG revealed that
European firms are particularly hierarchical
and far better at stifling innovation and
creativity than encouraging them, whilst
another study involving 1600 companies in
46 countries showed that over a third of all
workers globally are disengaged, confirming
findings from studies I’ve led on engagement
in recent years.
Where workers are disengaged, and
organisations are siloed and hierarchical,
it is incredibly difficult to generate the

innovative thinking and new ways of working
required to develop and implement an agile,
customer-centric digital strategy. Even in
this new era of fast-paced communication
and immediate feedback, the basic buildingblocks around people, culture and structure
need to be in place. Research shows that
employees are engaged when they love
their jobs. Generally, people ask themselves
five fundamental questions:
• Am I in the right job? Does my job enable
me to do things I enjoy and am good at?
• Do I make a difference? Is the world a
better place in some way as a result of
the work I do?
• Am I treated with respect? Or am I made
to feel small?
• Do I know where we’re going? Is there a
strategy I can understand and link to my
own day-to-day work?
• Do I have a say? Does anyone listen when
I have an idea?
The research we’ve done shows that
employee engagement largely boils down
to being able to answer these questions
positively.

However, it’s no good having an engaged
workforce in the wrong kind of setting. In
a fast-paced digital world, people also need
to be empowered to take decisions, come
together to resolve problems and implement
solutions, with a ‘light-touch’ management
hand on the tiller, rather than the clunky
and risk-averse and low-trust hierarchies
we still have in so many workplaces. It is
vital that employers think systemically
about the implications of the shift to digital
technologies, rather than just investing in a
new CRM system and hoping for the best.
References:
http://www.peoplemanagement.co.uk/
pm/articles/2012/07/european-hierarchiesstifle-innovation-at-work.htm
http://www.cgma.org/Magazine/News/
Pages/20126131.aspx
Professor Katie Truss is Head of the People,
Management and Organisation Group at Kent
Business School, University of Kent, and Director
of Studies of the Postgraduate Certificate in
Employee Engagement.
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Charles Jennings
Founder Duntroon.com & former CLO, Reuters

B

ack in 1999 the authors of The Cluetrain
Manifesto 1 posited the significant ways
the Internet and associated technologies
would transform all business activity. ‘Markets
are conversations’ they said, and ‘companies that
assume online markets are the same markets
that used to watch their ads on TV are kidding
themselves”.
Equally, resilient companies now understand that
what constituted value in the past has changed
significantly, too. Twenty-five years ago intangible
assets accounted for less than a third of the
valuation of U.S. companies. By the turn of the
millennium more than 80 percent of that value
was intangible. Value has migrated from property,
plant and equipment to ideas, relationships,
intellectual property and reputation. From assets
created by people’s hands to asset held inside
people’s head and hearts.
As times passes the importance of these intangible
assets, particularly of the relationships (rich social
networks) and reputation (customer centricity)
increases.
The impact of these changes are manifest no
more starkly than in workers’ ability to delight
customers. No longer can workers expect
their employers’ formal learning and training
opportunities to meet their needs. The past
world where development was ‘delivered’ in

a way decided by learning professionals –
packaged and inflexible – is no longer adequate
for today’s fast-moving and always-changing
world. The imperative for business agility and
increased customer focus demands ‘learning at
the speed of business’, and social networks and
new communication channels are essential tools
and conduits to achieve appropriate levels of
responsiveness.
The increased rate of change and demand for
agility simply doesn’t accommodate the rigidity
and lag times of formal learning. Workers today
expect to drive their own development based
on (ever changing) personal needs, and they
expect to do it in the context of their work and
together will their colleagues. They also expect to
manage their development in consort with their
wider social networks – both within and outside
their working sphere. The loose ties with people
outside our organisations provide insights that
would never come fro colleagues, so the value for
organisations is significant, too.
However the answer is not simply ‘building
relationships’. A recent Harvard Business
Review article pointed out that customers don’t
necessarily want ‘relationships’. What they want
is help in making decisions. Deep down, every
customer-facing worker also knows this. The
single biggest driver of customer ‘stickiness’, by
far, is decision simplicity.

• The Cluetrain Manifesto by Chris Locke, Doc
Searls, David Weinberger & Rick Levine ‘To
Keep Your Customers, Keep It Simple’. Spenner
& Freeman. HBR May 2012
• All of these factors point to the need for new
skillsets, new capabilities and new support
approaches for staff in customer-facing
roles, and there is no doubt that new social
tools and approaches will be the bedrock.
No organisation will escape the inexorability
of the need to provide better customer
experiences. Changing approaches to
employee development are a critical element
in that process.
David Weinberger, one of the authors of The
Cluetrain Manifesto sums the situation up well:
Your organization is becoming hyperlinked.
Whether you like it or not. It’s bottom-up; it’s
unstoppable.” David Weinberger, Cluetrain
Manifesto
Charles Jennings is the Director of Duntroon Associates
a learning & performance consultancy company
(www.duntroon.com). He is also a member of the
Internet Time Alliance, a leading think-tank focused on
‘working smarter’. Charles is the former chief learning
officer for Thomson Reuters, where he was responsible
for developing 55,000 professionals.
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Mike Havard
Director of Ember

T

his is an interesting report and provides
supportive data to our experiences at
Ember of helping organisations be more
effective in their customer management
strategies, operations and developments.
Amidst the breadth and the detail of this report
I noted three important themes that I think
define the challenges that organisations now
face:
• What does social engagement really mean
for businesses?
• What is really going on in the service
operation and can it be improved?
• Why knowing the customer is ever more
important.
Social engagement. The evidence is clear –
customers are moving to the digital domain
to get the answers they need as their primary
source of support and organisations are
needing to become digital by default in dealing
with this. And beyond this demand for fast, clear
access to information, customers are seeing the
networking, community and indeed lobbying
power of the digital domains – the forums,
social networks and apps. This report confirms
that many organisations are lagging and have
either under-invested in the digital experience
and system connectivity for the smooth process

and workflow that is required, or they remain
in a mind-set where retail or the contact centre
dominates their service proposition. This is
both expensive, missing opportunities to drive
value and potentially is very frustrating to their
customers. This is not to say the world of direct
customer contact is not important – far from
it; in some ways it is increasing in importance,
but it cannot be your primary consideration
for customer support and engagement. With
digital access now reported to be at 50% of
service demands (up from 30% in 2011) we have
reached a watershed and organisations must
recognise this in their strategies, investments
and operations. Combined with the growth in
customer mobility, with the resultant plethora
of apps and devices, this demand for digitalworld engagement can only continue to
increase, and pity the organisation that believes
its customers are still sheep to herded rather
than the wolves they have become, with the
ability to hunt in packs, collaborate and inflict
injury when cornered.
Improving service operations. The challenge
here is clear – organisations have the potential to
be overloaded with data yet still not understand
what is really happening in their businesses.
The critical measures are the relationship
between operational activity (interactions,

conversations, skills, content, processes, etc.)
and the business outcomes (revenue, margin,
loyalty, tenure of customer, etc.) Knowing
this relationship enables the prioritisation of
activity and investment and helps operational
and digital media management drive better
performance. And the fact that the vast majority
of management decisions are still being made
based on hunch and qualitative data (although
sometimes not necessarily a bad thing) does
suggest that the analytics provided are not as
useful as they should be. Organisations should
be pushing hard to know how tools like, for
example, speech analytics, and performance
management information, can be better
applied to support effective decision making
based on predicted value impact to the service
operations.
Knowing your customers. Various data
within this report confirm our experience
that there is an increasing expectation and
burden on businesses to better understand
their customers and prospects. A more agile
approach is required to customer data that
helps target messages better to drive better
outcomes. Understanding customer behaviour
data with the ability to predict and personalise
to the customer’s context and requirements
can now provide real competitive edge. This is

about a more practical, outcome driven agenda
for CRM with a clear sense of value and return
from engagements and customer information
than has been demanded in the past.
In an age of austerity and trust issues for
consumers with businesses and the public
sector, making the most of your insight to help
drive behaviour in your favour is critical, yet
without an effective understanding of what
engagement really means – at a social and a
human level – you cannot be fully effective.
And this is why 70% of consumers seem to
be trusting now in their network for support
that from organisations directly. Reflect on
this; embrace the opportunity and adapt your
business to take advantage.
Ember Services, the customer management
consultancy with an unashamedly financial
focus. Mike can be contacted at mike.havard@
emberservices.com
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Dave Chaffey
CEO and co-founder of Smart Insights

I

believe that applying digital analytics
is essential to improving the quality
of customer engagement and the
commercial
effectiveness
of
digital
investments. So the section of this report
on reporting and analytics caught my
eye. This shows that many companies are
still apparently not using a data-driven
approach to engagement. Of course every
site, and social presence uses analytics to
record customer flow and interactions, but
recording is very different to applying the
data by reviewing it and taking action based
on it.
I was shocked that only a quarter of
businesses are creating value-based reports,
which suggests they are simply measuring
visits or fan growth rather than commercial
outcomes. Perhaps I shouldn’t be shocked
since, at a practical level, I find that many
companies attending digital analytics
training courses I run for Google Analytics
don’t have numeric values assigned to goals,
if they are set up, and that is surprisingly rare
also.
In addition to the established web analytics
tools, there are now a wealth of services to
collect more qualitative feedback (see my
compilation at http://bit.ly/smartfeedback).
It’s important to ask for feedback using

different touchpoints, whether this is on the
public site, or getting feedback from groups
of customers through email or community
tools.
A further missed opportunity is the potential
for running experiments to test different
forms of engagement through AB and
multivariate testing although both of these
techniques have now been available for
nearly ten years.
These missed opportunities show the lack
of maturity within digital marketing with
a seeming lack of resources to use these
approaches and senior managers often
taking action based on their own experience
or should that be prejudices. It’s perhaps
shouldn’t be a surprise that analytics aren’t
used more widely to review and improve
engagement; it’s not easy to make this
happen. Successful use of analytics involves
combining four key success factors, that’s:
• Metrics. Selecting the right KPIs to review
and improve performance in a dashboard
tailored for a business. Generic reports
are not usually sufficient for a business
without configuration and creation of
custom reports.
• Tools.There is usually no shortage of tools,
so the challenge is selecting the best

range of tools to report on performance.
A single tool is not usually sufficient
across all channels and for qualitative
and quantitative insight including the
key area of media attribution.
• Process. A common problem in many
companies is that they may have
selected the right tools and have an
understanding of KPIs, but the analytics
are under-used due to the pressure of
work on other activities like running
campaigns. So there is insufficient work
on improvement such as structured
conversion rate optimisation (CRO)
projects.
• People. Closely linked to process, staff
need the right skills to use analytics
which are a specialised discipline to setup
correctly for a business and interpret.
How effective is your company in “competing
on analytics” in these areas?
Dr Dave Chaffey is CEO and co-founder of
Smart Insights (www.smartinsights.com),
a digital marketing advice site that helps
businesses compete online. He is author of
5 bestselling books on Ecommerce including
Internet Marketing: Strategy, Implementation
and Practice and has been recognised as one
of 50 marketing ‘gurus’ worldwide who have
shaped the future of Marketing.
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Ian Wigston
Principal Consultant, Glowinkowski International
(GIL) BA, MBA, FRSA

H

ow to achieve genuine engagement
in an increasingly unengaged
world?

Think back to the days before the internet,
what was the most common form of
communication? How did businesses
function without emails and blackberrys?
Today is a different story – individuals now
have an endless choice of websites and
high spec gadgets they can use to track
and monitor peoples interests, lifestyle and
whereabouts. So is it fair to say that the
likes of facebook, twitter, Linkedin and Skype
have positively increased communication
and collaboration? One thing for sure is that
businesses now have several platforms to
enhance their engagement.
Whatever the medium, the quality of the
message is always critical. In line with the
research
findings, research
recently
undertaken by us has found that clients
respond to behaviours which satisfy two
criteria: they are genuinely concerned about

the target audience, and they are properly
focussed on the activity or task in hand.
Think back to a recent interaction which you
found wanting in some way and the chances
are it will have failed on one or both of these
elements.
As individuals, we have natural predispositions, or preferred behaviours. The difficulty
is that consistently delivering behaviours
which are both directive and concerned, and
which create authentic engagement, does
not come naturally, and coercive, indifferent
or patronising behaviour is often the consequence.

up to a 20% improvement in climate and as
much as 40% on the bottom line.
Or, to paraphrase Bill Clinton, “It’s behaviour,
stupid”.
Ian is a managing consultant at Glowinkowski
International where he works primarily in the
education and personnel development sectors
and with a wide range of businesses.
To find out more about Blue 4 and what
Glowinkowski International might be able
to offer your organisation, visit: http://www.
glowinkowski.com/index.html

Related research has found that there is
a correlation between our behaviours,
climate and organisational performance. By
climate we mean what it feels like to work
in an organisation, something which you
can usually sense very quickly when you
enter a website, company premises or an
educational institution. Broadly speaking a
10% improvement in behaviour can generate
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Matthew Hopkinson
Director, Local Data Company

T

his report makes interesting reading
but should be read in the wider
context of what is happening in UK
retail. Omni-channel is now a key component
as consumers shop across a number of
channels, both off and online. In addition the
retailer faces a growing challenge as brands
become a key consumer driver. Linked to this
consumer behavior is increased irrationality
compared to previous periods. Not only
do consumers shop across many channels
they also shop across all value propositions.
Supermarkets have felt this particularly
acutely in recent months.
The challenge retailers face is to influence
consumer opinion and sentiment in their
favour as raw advertising no longer events.
I was surprised by how many respondents
think they are in control of the conversation I think they may not be! Modern consumers
demand experience to spend and loyalty

and sales comes through being unique, fun,
engaging and product savvy. Every consumer
has a world of product research tools at
their finger tips be it on price or features.
What they seek from retailers is truthful
engagement and service that lives up to its
name. People no longer trust what is pushed
to them and increasingly in the digital age
people are more and more aware of being
manipulated for financial gain.

The Local Data Company employ 45 field
researchers collecting retail and leisure
information in over 2,700 GB centres.
www.localdatacompany.com

Mobile is definitely the future with a
majority of smartphones in use. How a
retailer manages having a highly informed
and price sensitive/service aware customer
alongside marketing to them will be the
holy grail as I believe that consumers will not
only walk away from a retailer but also make
a point of telling all their social network. So
one bad on or offline experience will result
in c.50 people knowing about it! Bad news
travels fast!
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Oli Shaw
Freelance digital creative and service designer

I

n this year’s report there are some
interesting themes running throughout
which chime with my own experience
over the past few years working with brands
like Sky and Orange. In no particular order:
Ease, convenience is a high priority for most
audience segments we commonly see today.
The constant exposure to instantly gratifying
messaging, products and services has made
us complacent towards anything which is
not easy to get hold of now via a download,
online order or walk in shop. Customer Effort
is the score that really matters in 2012.
Reliability, in that customers are demanding
more for less, but they also want what they
have to be reliable. If they are receiving a
consistent and reliable service they are less
inclined to do anything about it, and they
would rather spend their time doing things
they find more valuable, even if this mean
paying a little more for the service (as the
report indicates). In these times, certainty,
ease and reliability seem worth paying a
premium for.
Relevance & personalisation, this is such
a key aspect of many of the projects I have
worked on in the past 12 months. Creating
experiences between customers and brands
that are relevant to the customer in what

they are doing at that time, in that channel,
and in context. The report talks about
‘personalised experiences’ which when done
correctly can be a great way of increasing
relevance to a customer. Watch out for
the fine line between relevant and creepy
however!
Reassurance of value (both ways!), all things
being equal (easy and reliable) customers
want to know they are getting a good deal,
especially in the decision making journey for
a new product or service. The report talks
of customers referring to price comparison
sites for their reassurance that they are
getting a good deal, or at least not paying
well over the odds. Its right - never stop
reminding your customers of your value to
them, and theirs to you.
Social sentiment - an indication, but not a
universal truth, Another area for reassurance is social - customers are talking to each
other championing the deals they have got
and advocating their chosen services For
every one instance of praise of one which
is delightful, simple and reliable there are
between 7-10 mentions of a less than satisfactory experience. Social recommendations
are multifaceted, in that it feeds into the
status anxiety and ego of individuals. By promoting products and services they like they

are using them as social currency for their
own betterment, which in turn causes other
to evaluate what they have and are using in
context - all of which can lead to a ‘keeping
up with the jones’ effect.
One view to rule them all, Finally from this
year’s report I was surprised to see that so
many organisations are so far off a single
customer view. In this constantly connected
age there are more and more customer touch
points available, which customers are all too
quick to engage with. Providing a joined up
customer experience which is convenient,
reliable and relevant to the customer is
better achieved through a SCV.
Oli created his first homepage in 1995 on
GeoCities, he has gone on to work in a range
of industries from media to telecoms, finance
to electronics and consumer goods, for clients
which include: Nokia, BSkyB, Orange, UBS,
Panasonic and Adidas to name but a few. In his
12 years in the industry, he’s gained extensive
experience spanning; online, interactive TV,
mobile, interactive narratives and installations.
Moving between the worlds of advertising to
products & services, he works to concept and
maintain the quality of the idea. Ensuring that
from the initial vision to the final output, it’s not
only of a high standard but is also right for both
the brand and the audience.
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Dean Royles
Chief executive, NHS Employers

T

he Digital Customer Experience survey
has some key findings that chime with
my own experience at NHS Employers
of communicating with employees,
stakeholders and partners through social
media.
Broad reach of social media - The survey
shows that use of Twitter and other social
networks are up from 25% to 57% this year,
and this will continue to grow.
It seems to me that asking why social media
is important is like asking why we bother to
communicate at all. No one asks us why we
speak in meetings! Or why we email, or why
we do press releases. Yet social media seems
to me to be a much more effective media. It
is an essential part of employee, stakeholder
and customer relations, and a key aspect of
management and leadership.
Don’t get me wrong. I do take the time and
effort to chat to staff and keep up to date
with employees, stakeholders and partners
face to face whenever I can. But the ground

you can cover on social media is enormous:
people can read it on a train, bus or on their
way to and from work. Engaging with social
media isn’t an imposition on their time or
yours – it’s a good use of everyone’s time.
Opportunities to listen - Using social media
allows me to listen, to find out about others,
to understand the issues and anxieties
of those that work in the NHS, and to pick
up on the tone of conversations and what
issues are rising up the agenda and what
issues are resolving themselves.
The results show that customers are also
listening to one another, and taking advice
from friends and family about the products
they should buy and the companies they
should buy from.

Give it a go – it’s the new ‘management by
walking about!’
Dean Royles, Director for NHS Employers.
Previous roles include Director of Workforce and
Education at NHS North West; Director of HR
and Communications at United Lincolnshire
Hospitals NHS Trust and Deputy Director of
Workforce for the NHS at the Department of
Health, where he was responsible for developing
a national HR strategy for the NHS. He also had
responsibility for work linked to the European
Working Time Directive.
Dean was the first HR director at East Midlands
Ambulance Service following its creation in
1999. He has also worked at Chesterfield Royal
Hospital and in a community trust having
started his HR career in industrial relations in a
local authority.

Using social media really is a fantastic way
of listening to customers to find out what
they think about you and your products, and
to engage in a conversation with employees
and customers when you’ve got the hang
of social media and you’re ready to join in.
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Sue Keogh
Content and editorial lead, ClerksWell

S

ome businesses are still catching onto
the idea that their customers expect
them to be social. And that if they’re
not ready to engage on social platforms,
customers are going to talk about them
anyway. And it may not all be positive.
However, if a customer looks for a brand
on social media has a positive experience
it encourages loyalty; the feeling of being
listened to and valued creates a connection
which is lasting and makes the brand distinct
from its competitors.
One of the obstacles to taking the plunge
and developing a social media presence
is the feeling of not being able to keep up.
Some have only just got round to the idea
of building time into the working week to
update Facebook and Twitter, only to find
themselves confronted with new giants on
the block Pinterest and Google+. So they try
to quantify whether it’s worth their while
investing time and resources in keeping
these updated too, all of which leads to a

delay in developing an actual social media
strategy and getting on with it.
So it’s a problem of knowing where to put
your resources. In an industry like publishing,
social media is the perfect partner – there
is a wealth of quality content to share and
customers feel comfortable using social
channels to communicate. But is it better to
concentrate resources in the area that you
know you are doing well than risk exploring
new platforms and spreading yourselves
too thinly? Or is holding back a risk in itself
– if you don’t jump on the latest trend you
appear afraid to innovate.
Greater analysis of data and sentiment is
essential if organisations are to get the most
out of social media. This is what will guide
them in making these key decisions about
resources. And help shape an integrated
strategy across multiple platforms. Investing
in social media monitoring brings a greater
understanding of customers and their needs,
thus helping drive engagement.

As the report points out, only 37% of
decisions are made on the basis of data,
rather than a hunch or decision from people
who are not involved in the day-to-day
customer experience. And while in business
it’s important to listen to your gut, if you
choose to ignore all this data out there
you’re missing a tremendous opportunity to
find out how your customers behave, want
they want and how you can deliver it .
Sue is a specialist in writing for the web. She
has worked with household names including
the BBC, ITV, Yahoo! and Aol, and looked after
the content and social media campaign for the
recent Toshiba We Love Stories project. She also
offers social media training through bespoke
workshops for clients including Hodder &
Stoughton.
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Luke Brynley-Jones
Social Media Consultant and Speaker,
Our Social Times

T

he evolution of “social business”
continues inexorably, if not apace.
Companies are increasingly adopting
social media listening and spending more
time analysing and interpreting the results.
They are training their staff to engage more
effectively with customers via Twitter and
Facebook, challenging prevailing notions of
ROI - which take little account of relationships
- and experimenting, often unsuccessfully,
with customer communities.
Clearly, customers are adapting too.
Connected consumers are increasingly
seeking advice from social networks in
their purchasing decisions. Newly informed
customers are switching suppliers, leaving
utilities and banks – that have previously
mistaken inertia for loyalty – wondering
how to react. We also see smaller businesses
attracting and keeping customers, even
though their prices are higher, as consumers
seek a more personal and responsive
service.
This may be why the power of automation,
which propelled online advertising and
email marketing to the fore, has largely
failed in social media, in which one-to-one
exchanges form the foundations of genuine

loyalty. Power in a socially-connected market
can be measured in terms of trust and value,
while ROI is best gauged on the strength of
relationships.
If 2010 was the year that businesses started
monitor social media and listen to their
customers and 2011 saw the widespread
adoption of social media management and
engagement tools, in 2012 we are seeing
businesses starting to internalise these
processes, both to improve efficiency and to
meet the expectations of their customers.
Social CRM, that rather nebulous term
that encompasses everything from social
media listening to advocacy communities
and Enterprise Social Networks (ESNs), is
at the forefront of this evolution. It’s been
described as the ‘company’s response to the
customer’s ownership of the conversation’
and its presence is clear throughout this
report. Despite its bland name, social CRM
represents perhaps the most profound
challenge to prevailing business structures,
processes and practices of modern business
era.

(the effective humanisation of business)
is the need for culture change. For many
brands this requires the promotion of
Customer Services from the underfunded,
undervalued fringes to the centre of their
social business strategy. As Frank Eliason,
SVP Social Media at Citi, said in his keynote
at The Social Customer 2012 in London
in March, “Customer service has never
been very important for most companies.
With social media, it has become the key
differentiator”.
Luke Brynley-Jones is one of the UK’s most
experienced social media consultants. He is the
Founder and CEO of Our Social Times and the
host of a global series of social media marketing
and social CRM conferences. His clients include
Orange, Blue Square, The Telegraph Media Group,
plus celebrities and start-ups.

Central to creating organisations that can
both listen and respond in near real-time
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Lisa Byfield-Green
Retail and ecommerce consultant, PlanetRetail

S

hoppers are not only beginning to
benefit from the price wars being
fought out between grocery retailers,
but they are growing to expect retailers to
help them save and using the internet and
social media channels to search out the best
deals.
Successful retailers are recognising this
trend and beginning to tap into social media
channels in order to influence shoppers and
their buying decisions. Not only are they
collecting Facebook ‘Likes’ in order to raise
awareness of their brand with customers
and their friends, but retailers including
Tesco, Walmart and Carrefour are beginning
to use social media as a form of customer
engagement – a massive focus group that
is allowing them to gain honest insights
into their brand and helping to shape new
products and services.
Social media channels such as Twitter
also offer retailers the opportunity to get
closer to customers, using a less formal
voice to generate excitement around flash
promotions or to resolve customer issues
instantly. This can raise the profile of

retailers that use this technique successfully
– a few examples being Marks & Spencer,
Debenhams, John Lewis and Asos.
However, it is not only retailers that are able
to tap into social media channels. Suppliers
and brands are also using these as a platform
to promote new products and develop a fan
base. Heinz generated excitement around
a new line of tomato ketchup via Facebook
and offered samples to fans before the
product hit the shelves. This type of activity
can greatly enhance customer loyalty and
provides a new form of low-cost marketing
that can be highly effective.
Customer loyalty is highly important in a
difficult retail environment and retailers that
differentiate themselves on price, product
offering or customer service have been able
to gain a loyal following and leverage this
to their advantage. These include Amazon,
which despite the economic downturn,
achieved a whopping 41% increase in revenue
last year as it delivered on its promises of
low prices, a wide assortment and strong
customer service. Also John Lewis - known
for its carefully curated product ranges,

Never Knowingly Undersold price promise
and multi-channel strength – recently
revealed that it achieves 80% of revenue
from the most loyal 20% of its customers.
As new technology brings with it
transparency and flexibility we can expect
to see more blurring of traditional retail
channels, an increased focus on mobile
and social media and a greater emphasis
on recommendations – both online and
from friends. All of this presents immense
opportunities for companies, but they must
get on board and be part of the change, or
risk being written into the history books
alongside Woolworths and Borders.
Planet Retail provides global intelligence
on 9,000 retail operations in 211 markets
worldwide and many of the trends from this
survey are ones that have been reflected in the
highly competitive retail environment. Armed
with new technology and motivated by a more
difficult economic climate, consumers have
become smart and empowered.
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Vickie Boff
Marketing Manager, Hodder & Stoughton

T

he publishing industry is changing
rapidly and as outlined in the report,
we are having to become much more
agile as businesses. The combination of
the advent of ebooks and the decrease in
retailers through which we can sell direct
to consumers, has meant that publishers
have had to adapt their businesses quickly
to allow them to both market and sell in the
traditional manner but also, where previously
we never had any direct relationships with
our readers per se, we are having to quickly
find ways to communicate with them
directly.
Our channel uses are very much in line
with the results in this report. We are
rapidly building email lists to allow us to
communicate direct with our readers but
Twitter and Facebook are becoming ever
more important in our marketing arsenal
for individual book campaigns and authors,
and this is an area in which we are investing
heavily both in terms of time and resource

as well as budget, and will continue to do so
over the coming year.
Social media channels allow us to help
cultivate the “word-of-mouth” effect, which
is so crucial in the success of a book, as well
as also allowing readers for the first time to
build up much greater loyalty to an author
or area of publishing than ever before.
However, using social media effectively
requires a great input of time to actually
engage with readers, so over the past few
months we have spent a lot of time making
this a company-wide initiative rather than
solely a marketing one.

their readers. The next stage for us now is to
really make sure that we arm ourselves with
all the right tools and expertise to decipher
this data across the whole business, so that
the reader lies at the heart of everything that
we do throughout the entire life of a book.
Vickie is head of marketing and consultant at
publisher Hodder & Stoughton, where she leads
teams engaging readers and authors across
traditional, digital and social channels. Hodder’s
stable of titles include work by John Grisham,
Jeffrey Deaver, John leCarre, Jodi Picoult, and
Stephen King.

The other key factor, also in line with the
report, is changing the way that we work
to ensure that we are able to analyse,
understand and interpret our activity. Never
before in publishing have we been able to
see such a direct correlation between activity
and sales, making this a hugely exciting time
for publishers to finally get a real insight into
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Andy Jankowski
Founder, Enterprise Strategies

F

rom my perspective, there are three
separate data points from the report
that are converging to create a
new reality of employee and customer
collaboration and engagement.
• Employees are using Enterprise Social
Networks to collaborate in real-time,
and across business and geographic
boundaries, to get questions answered
and tasks completed more quickly.
• Companies are investing heavily in
CRM and working to integrate it better
into both their employee processes and
systems.
• Companies
are
increasing
their
investment in intranets and see them
as a key component affecting employees
ability to better engage with employees
and customers.
At Enterprise Strategies (www.enterprise
strategies.com) we are seeing each of these
three trends being played out at our clients.
Additionally, we are witnessing these
three trends converging into one similar
result: Enterprise Social Networks (ESN)
and CRM systems are becoming the key

components of the intranet and are being
used to encourage and enable employees
to be more collaborative and sales-minded
in their daily activities. Whereas before you
may find a link to your CRM on your intranet
homepage, companies are now working
to integrate CRM data (e.g., recent wins,
metrics, prospects in focus) right onto their
homepage – ideally with the functionality
to interact with this data as well. It is also
no longer being viewed as acceptable by
employees to have to leave their intranet
to use their internal social channel(s).
Employees expect social channels and
features to be integrated throughout the
intranet. I think in both cases this is a positive
evolution and part of companies moving
toward a more socially enabled way of doing
business – call it Social Business. Increasing
employee collaboration and encouraging
employees to be more sales-minded are
not new goals of the C-Suite. I think what
we are experiencing now is a unique point
in history where culture, process and
technology are all coming together to make
Social Business possible. Quite honestly, it’s
why we (Enterprise Strategies) exist.

Enterprise Strategies are a Social Business and
Enterprise Social Media consulting firm. During
the last 17 years Andy Jankowski has served as
a trusted advisor for several industry leading
organizations including Andersen, Ernst &
Young, JP Morgan Chase and Oracle. He is a career
long student of enterprise communication and
collaboration and loves sharing what he has
learned. Andy is a frequent conference speaker
and an avid road cyclist. He enjoys connecting
people and dots.
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Ed Lloyd-WIlliams
Creative Director, ClerksWell

Personalisation is easing the UX for both users
and marketers
Personalisation has been around for a while
now. When looking at conversion rates over the
years, the average conversion rate on any given
site has always been about 2%. For many years
this has been the case and this is well before the
current $25.8B online advertising spend (in the
US alone). You would think with all that spend
that conversions would have increased, but they
haven’t. According to Fireclick they are currently
2.2%, with an industry-average bounce rate of
20% and approximately 97.8% of the visitors to
any given website leave unsatisfied.
Of course these statistics are around the
accusation of customers – which is for today’s
online purchaser only the beginning of a
complex and varied user experience. Nowadays
a typical route to acquisition may encompass
many different forms of content within a
ecosystem of communication methods. This
could be marketing messages via email or
advertising to price comparison or community
/ forum content or product reviews on the site
of purchase or even third party sites. In fact
the decision to purchase is often made on one
site with the act of purchase made on another
– perhaps with the sole reason of price. Users
pillage from one site to purchase on another.
This is very frustrating for the site owners
who have provided the content and online

services that have been used to make decisions,
but have failed to clinch the deal. This said,
conversion rates for sites using web content
management systems such as Sitecore could
increase the 2.2% conversion rate by focusing
not on the number of people who visit, but on
the relevancy of the visitors. This is achieved
by integrating their customer engagement
platform into their enterprise CMS. It recognises
that although the website is core, it is part of a
very large ecosystem.
It’s approach moves the focus from ‘getting’
visitors to ‘satisfying’ them when they arrive,
when they leave and when they continue on
their user journeys seamlessly onto other
channels such as email and mobile. It does this
by tracking and analysing the users ‘Adaptive’
behaviour and so can make intelligent
recommendations based on where and what
the user has done previously. This, coupled with
an ability to allow users to also control what
they see and do through subscriptive content
and functionality should both please the user
and as conversation rates increase please the
marketer.
Content creation can extend your reach and
ecosystem
For those designers and UX professionals who
have advocated creating content for use on
the wider web, not just your site, and hence

extending your ecosystem; this report has seen
you were right.
With 15 billion video streams a month in the
US alone, according to Nielson Wire; online
video consumption from home and work has
increased 45% from last year. It’s successful
take up has to be attributed in part to the fact
that is it easy to access and consume. It is also
transferable across platforms and devices. Video
is an extremely pervasive and accessible form of
media for multiple demographics and therefore
designers and UX professionals are and will
continue to embrace this form of content like
the consumers of it are.
Video has and will be used more and more
to communicate messages across a range
of platforms and devices. It will also become
a central form of digital media and vital to
customer engagement strategies. This will be
true for not only for independent sites but as
a way of becoming apart of other site content
such as YouTube and social media sites. It
is these sites that increase the likelihood of
content being found. Gone are the days when
people come and find you. Content needs to be
on external sites to increasing ‘Findability’.
To engage audiences split over sites, platforms
and devices, UX and customer engagement
strategies will be focused around not only what
is said but how it is said and in what form. Video

as a form of consumed content is on a upward
trajectory. It is pervasive and transferable across
platforms, devices and sites, making it easy
to find and consume. Marketers will put less
reliance on users visiting their sites and more
on using finding their content on third party
sites and via social media. What was word of
mouth is now word of social media - and this
is being recognised as we strive to understand
and embrace the social space.
The customer experience will continue to be
extended as more and more touch points are
created and accessed by the numerous channels
and devices. This will enable more frequent and
meaningful engagements as organisations
fight for attention on the multiple devices
people are using simultaneously.
Ed is a digital creative and user experience director
with nearly 20 years of industry experience. He has
been lucky enough to have worked with some of the
world’s largest corporate brands including Barclays,
Sony, Volkswagen and Virgin to name a few. He is
able to understand corporate brands and how they
should communicate digitally to their differing
audiences – whether they be internal or external. He
not only understands design, he also understands
technology and the opportunities that it can bring
in facilitating communications and engagement
strategies within a business. He provides a pivotal
role in all areas of a digital project work from
assessing client needs to evolving solutions through
best practice techniques.
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Suzy Dean
Sharepoint Sales Director, ClerksWell

T

he recession has changed everything.
Five years after the start of the financial
crisis the business terrain in the UK
is very tough. A lack of confidence runs
through organisations from top to bottom
like seaside names through a stick of rock.
From the top of government to the smallest
business, at every level people are fearful
of committing to investing and spending,
leading to constant procrastination and a
search for cheaper and cheaper solutions.
Productivity in the UK has slumped, and lack
of investment in new technologies must be
a major factor behind this.
The IT industry, within which I would include
all forms of digital and communication
technologies, should be at the forefront of
new investment strategies and productivity
increases. If there is a way out of the slump
for the UK it has to be through increasing
productivity, working more efficiently and
working smarter. Yet the IT industry itself
suffers from many of the wider ailments
facing the UK economy. IT projects are

notoriously inefficient. The public sector
provides many horror stories about projects
overrunning and suffering ballooning costs.
But the private sector can tell many stories
along the same lines which never get
publicised. Software development, even on
established platforms such as Microsoft’s
ubiquitous SharePoint product, is still
prone to inexact timings and unexpected
complications.
Most of us who work in IT have had to take
a good look at our businesses the longer the
economy has stayed stuck in recession. One
conclusion that we have made at ClerksWell
is that clients are no longer prepared to
take the same kind of risks on projects
running over time and over budget that
they might have done 5 years ago. That is
why we are turning what used to be lengthy
development projects into fixed price, prebuilt applications which can be installed
without lengthy requirement gathering or
development processes.

The first of these to go to market is EasyShare,
a branded SharePoint intranet solution
which cuts both time and money for intranet
clients. The time and money saved through
the adoption of EasyShare represents a
major saving for Communication Directors
and others who understand how vital a well
designed and constructed intranet is for
their business.
EasyShare (www.easysharepoint.com) is our
small contribution to solving the productivity
crisis facing the UK. We are confident that
productisation of this kind is also the basis
for successful business growth in an era of
austerity.
Suzy is SharePoint Sales Director at ClerksWell
and an IDM qualified Digital Marketer
with a passion for social and collaboration
technologies.
Clients: Sony, Barclays, Aviva, M&G Investments,
SABMiller, Volkswagen
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Client Service Director, ClerksWell

T

his year’s survey again shows the
importance for creating personalised
experiences with nearly 70% of
respondents putting this in their top 3
investment areas for the next year. This should
be no surprise seeing how effective the results
can be. EasyJet’s example showing a 20%
increase in conversations after implementing
behavioural based personalisation must make
all sales teams take notice.
We see this trend with our clients and prospects,
in a world where everyone is looking for doing
more with less, personalisation should be one of
the first tools deployed. This not only improves
visitor experience but also increases desired
behaviours.
The technology to implement these techniques
has been with us for a while, but surprisingly
little in the way of practical advice and case
studies in the mid-market.
At ClerksWell we’ve created a whitepaper
which presents a practical approach which can
be used regardless of your technology platform.
I wanted to take this opportunity to summarise
that approach, using two of Sitecore’s many
customer engagement features.
Business objectives

We start by reviewing business objectives. We
use this to define our core audiences, categories
of product/service and stages in the sales
process. It’s important to identify areas of the
site that we want to personalise first, keeping
this small and focused leads to clarity of results
which assists future planning.
Creating adaptive experiences
• First we create profiles, these may be
different categories of product or services.
A simple example for a holiday company
might be the type of the experience of a
specific destination.
• Content is scored based on the same profiles,
Sitecore makes this process easier through
a concept of Profile Cards.
• As visitors browse your service, real-time
patterns are calculated and matched against

your pre-defined personas. Assigning your
visitor to one or many of your defined
personas.
• Marketers then simply add rules to match
content and offers to particular personas,
resulting in a highly adaptive experience,
tailored to your visitors based on their
browsing history on your site.
• Following our example, if the profile pointed
at African safari type holidays, then we’d
target an appropriate product.

• The results of this can be clearly shown
through engagement analytics, identifying
the promotions that drove conversation.
Marketing automation
• The process involves creating a set of defined
steps in a process, whether that be for new
business, existing client relationships, etc.

The key thing is that specific goals (activities
on the site or your CRM system) will move
the visitor through the stages.
• These steps can include offline activities,
such as a member of a sales team calling
the prospect to follow-up a request.
• The key aspect is that you can see how
many prospects are at which stage at any
one time and personalise content towards
them accordingly.
Joining these 2 concepts enables highly effective
experiences to be created which assist in the
sales/relationship process by automatically
targeting the right content at the right time.
When considered carefully and related to
measureable business outcomes the results
can be tremendous, case studies have shown
increases in desired outcomes by 15%, 20% or
25%+.
Customers don’t always want to be pigeon holed
by a personalisation engine, but implementing
small, focused campaigns has shown dramatic
improvements in customer perceptions and
transaction conversion.
Phil is ClerksWell’s Client Service Director, with 15
years’ experience in the digital sector. His passion
is working with clients to define and deploy digital
solutions that meet clear business requirements, his
experience is across retail, media, finance and public
sectors.
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Supporter
The Customer Engagement Network
The Customer Engagement Network is designed to help its community of 20,000 plus execs in the customer
space to devise and implement winning employee and customer engagement strategies that result in improved
performance and profitability.
Our mantra is that organisations need to be where their customers are. They need to cut across their own
internal silos, take a more holistic view of their customers, both internal and external, and deliver a consistent and
appropriate service across all channels, offline, online, social and mobile.
The Customer Engagement Network runs a series of well established and highly successful thought leadership
style Directors Forums for its community, and this autumn is launching its first Customer Engagement Summit.
All of these face to face activities are underpinned by our new website www.customerengagementnetwork.com,
our weekly news alerts to our community, and Customer Engagement magazine which is published in both digital
and print format.
Membership of the Customer Engagement Network is free, join today and network with other customer
engagement professionals and benefit from a host of services.
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Get in touch
Digital design & personalisation
ClerksWell (www.clerkswell.com) is a digital agency based in Clerkenwell, London.
We have been developing award winning digital solutions for clients on the .NET
platform since 1997 using Sharepoint. ClerksWell are a Sitecore partner and our
web design and build service use their systems for making our clients’ business
successful online.
We work in partnership with our clients to establish their business needs and
find them solutions. We pride ourselves on excellent design and information
architecture. Our technical experts work alongside our engagement and
marketing team to ensure our clients get the best results from their digital
investment. Our services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategy and research
Goal definition and value based analytics
User experience
System integration and migration
Launch and adoption planning
Campaign planning
Measurement and optimisation

To find out more about Website Personalisation,
Integrated Email, Multi-channel optimisation and
User Experience, contact ClerksWell

Call us on

020 7689 8800

Email us at

hello@clerkswell.com

Download our Customer Engagement Survey from
http://www.clerkswell.com/services/strategy-and-engagement/reports
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Strategy & engagement? find your Spark...
The people behind Spark Interactive have been researching audiences and employees, defining digital marketing
and engagement strategies, and measuring results for over fifteen years.
With a client list which spans some of the biggest names in broadcast, education, publishing, third sector,
financial services, entertainment and consumer products - the focus is on understanding audience drivers and
characteristics, and using this as a basis for delivering award-winning engagement strategies and digital projects
which create tangible return on investment.
Spark is a strategy, adoption and engagement consultancy that delivers compelling experiences across a variety of
established and emerging platforms including:
•
•
•
•
•

digital direct marketing
social media
leading digital marketing platforms (Drupal, Sitecore)
e-learning environments (Moodle, BlackBoard)
internal intranets and collaboration suites (SharePoint, Igloo, Huddle)

Find out more at www.sparkinteractive.co.uk or follow Spark’s director, Dom Graveson, editor and creator of the
Digital Customer Experience report, on Twitter - @dombles, or via his blog at dombles.wordpress.com
You can also find us at forthcoming Customer Engagement Network Directors’ Forums and other industry events
all over Europe.
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About Sitecore
Sitecore redefines how organisations engage with audiences, powering compelling experiences that sense and
adapt to visitors both online and in-person.
Sitecore’s leading Content Management System software is the first to cohesively integrate with marketing
automation, intranet portal, e-commerce, web optimisation, social media and campaign management technologies.
This broad choice of capabilities enable marketing professionals, business stakeholders and information technology
teams to rapidly implement, measure and manage a successful website and digital business strategy. Businesses
can now easily identify, serve and convert new customers with Sitecore’s Digital Marketing System, part of its
encompassing Customer Engagement Platform.
Thousands of public and private organisations have created and now manage more than 32,000 dynamic
websites with Sitecore including ASOS, British Red Cross, Brother, Cadbury, DVLA, Dyson, easyJet, E.ON, The FA,
Heineken, Kia Motors, Lloyds of London, Manchester United FC, Oxfam, Play.com, Virgin Active and Visa Europe visit www.sitecore.net for more information.
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